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qualities,   I then term it primordial image.   When, on the
contrary, it has no mythological character, i.e. lacks the
intuitive qualities and is merely collective, I speak of an
idea.   Accordingly' I employ the term idea as something
which expresses the meaning of a primordial image that
has been abstracted or detached from the concretism of
the image.   In so far as the idea is an abstraction, it has
the appearance of something derived, or developed, from
elementary factors, a product of thinking.   This is the
sense, as something secondary and derived, in which it is
regarded by Wundt1 and many others.   Since, however
the idea is merely the formulated meaning of a primordial
image in which it was already symbolically represented,
the essence of the idea is not merely derived, or produced,
but, considered psychologically, it has an a priori existence
as a given possibility of thought-connections in general.
Hence, in accordance with its nature (not with its formula-
tion), the idea is an a priori existing and determining
psychological factor.   In this sense Plato sees the idea as
a primordial image of things, while Kant defines it as
the " archetype of the use of the mind "; hence it is a
transcendent concept which, as such, transcends the limit
of experienceable things2.   It is a concept demanded by
reason, "whose object can never be met with in experi-
ence "8.   Kant says:
u For, although we are bound to say of transcendent reasonal
concepts They are only ideas, yet are we in no way justified in
regarding them as superfluous and unreal For, although no
object can be determiaed by them, nevertheless fundamentally
and unperceived they can serve the mind as canons for its extended
and harmonious use, whereby it discerns no object more acutely
than it would according to its own concepts, yet is guided in this
i Wundt, Phil Stud., vii, 13,
* Critique of Pun Reason; transi by F, Max Milller (London;
Macmillan, 1881).
1 Logic, pp 140.

